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ABSTRACT 
Using padic expansions of integer matrices, we define root vectors and Jordan 
chains and obtain results which have analogues with polynomial matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For polynomial matrices the two concepts of the title are well defined. If 
L E Cnx”[z] is nonsingular, then a polynomial vector v E C”[z], v(z) = 
Xf;o’ Vi( Z - A)‘, is called a root vector associated to X if v0 # 0 and 
L(z)v(z) = (2 - Qkb(z) (14 
for some b E C “[ z]. The constant vectors v,,, vl,. . . , ok_ 1 are said to form a 
Jordan chain. 
For an integer matrix G E Z “xn we define a root vector v E Z n in 
analogy to (1.1) by 
Gv = pkb, bEZ”, 
replacing the prime element z - X E 6 [z] by a prime number p. The padic 
expansion of v leads to a Jordan chain of G. 
In this note we show how to construct root vectors from the Smith normal 
form of G; we give equivalent characterizations of Jordan chains and relate 
them to minimal realizations of G- ‘. 
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2. DEFINITIONS, BASIC FACTS 
We shall use the following notation. For a matrix M = (mij) E Z “’ we 
shall write 
O<M<p 
if alI entries mij satisfy 0 < mij < p. Similarly 
M=O(modp) 
means rnii = 0 (mod p). The matrix N is a nilpotent Jordan block of 
appropriate size 
0 1 
0 . 
. . 
. 1 
0 
(24 
DEFINITION. Let G E Z nx n be nonsingular. We call a vector v E Z n a 
root vector associated to the prime p, if v is of the form 
k-l 
v = c qpi, O<Vi<P, VOZO, (Q-2) 
i=O 
and if 
Gv = 0 (modpk), (2.3) 
and we say v is maximal if 
G(v+pkvk)fO(modpkfl) 
for all vk E Z n. The (maximal) root vector v in (2.2) gives rise to a (nuzximd) 
Jorahn chain vo, vl,. . . , ok-r. 
Let v be given as in (2.2) such that k > 1 and (2.3) holds. Then 
G(v,+ ... +v,_,p’-‘)=O (modp”) for s=l,...,k. Hence every trunca- 
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tion o0 + . . - + us_,p”-’ is also a root vector associated to p, and therefore 
only maximal root vectors are of interest. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let v = Cfidv,pi be a root vector of G with Gv = pkd for 
some d E Z “. Then v is maximal if and only if there exists a y E Z n such 
that yTG = 0 (mod p) and yTd f 0 (mod p). 
Proof. The root vector v is not maximal if and only if there exists a vk 
such that G(v + pkuk) = p k+lh, or equivalently d + Gv, = 0 (mod p). Wii 
Fredholm’s alternative the proof is complete. 
We are going to construct a maximal root vector using the Smith normal 
form of G. Note that (2.2) and (2.3) imply det G = 0 (mod p). Let pk be an 
elementary divisor of G. Then there are unimodular matrices Y and V such 
that 
YGV=diag(pkr,...), rfO(modp). 
Let u”, o?, and 6 denote the first column of V, Y-l, and Y r respectively. 
Then Gv” = pkrd: If u” has the p-adic expansion 6 = ~~C=ovip”, 0 < vi < p, 
then v0 # 0, as V is unimodular. Put v := Cfi,’ vjpi. Then Gv = pkd for some 
d E Z “. Thus v is a root vector. An analogous construction for polynomial 
matrices is given in [2]. 
To show that v is maximal we remark that #G = 0 (mod p). We have 
rpk = $-GC = ijTGv + gTG( pkvk + . . . ) = pkijTd + pk(jTGw 
with w := ok + v~+~P + . . . . Therefore 
r=ijTd+ijTGw=@*d (modp). 
Hence ijTd f 0 (mod p), which according to Lemma 2.1 implies the maximal- 
ity of 2). 
In the theorem below we characterize Jordan chains. As before, G E Znx” 
is nonsingular, and N is the k x k Jordan block (2.1). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let p be a prime such that det G = 0 (mod p), and let G 
have the p-adic expansion 
G = E Aipi, O<A,<p. 
i=O 
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Put 
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Hi:= i App’-‘, i=O,l ,...,k-1. 
g=o 
zfV=(v,,v,,...,v,_,)~E nxk is an integer matrix such that 0 < V < p and 
v. # 0, then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) The vectors (v,,v,,..., vk_ 1) form a Jordan chain associated to p. 
(p) GV(pZ - N)-’ E Znxk. 
(Y) one/w 
I 
HO 
Hl Ho 
H k-l Hk_2 . . . H, Ho 
‘0’ 
0 
E 1 (modp). 
\o, 
(6) There exists a matrix F E Z nxk such that 
k-l 
c A&l’“= F(pZ - N). 
v=o 
Proof. (a) - (j3): If the vectors 
s-1 
(2.4 
(2.5) 
c vjp’= (v. )...) vk_l)d(i ,..., p”-‘,o ,..., o), s=l ,**., k, 
j=O 
are root vectors, then there exist integer vectors do,. . . , dk_ 1, such that 
‘1 1 ..f 1 ’ 
op... p 
GV. . . . =(pd,,P2dl,...,pkdk-l) . . 
0 0 . . . pk-’ 
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‘P -1 p-2 . . . p-k ’ 
0 p-1 . . . p-k+1 
GV. . =(4&,,...,&,). 
0 0 . . . p-1 
Hence 
GV(pZ-A’-‘=D (2.6) 
with ZI=(~,,...JZ,_,)EZ”~~. To derive ( CI) from (p) it suffices to con- 
sider the last column of Equation (2.6). 
(a) e (y): Put u = IX::: oipi, and assume that (2.3) holds. For s = 1,. . . , k, 
we have 
A,v,+(A,u,+A,v,)p+ ... +(A,u,_,+ ... +A,_rv&r~’ 
= 0 (modp”), 
or 
(A,pP+’ + A,P-“+~ + . . . + A,_,)u, + . . . 
which is the homogeneous system (2.4). The converse is obvious. 
(y)=(6): Put G:=col(u,T,..., &,). Using the Kronecker product (see 
e.g. [3]), we can write the coefficient matrix of (2.4) as 
= [(Z-p-‘N’.)-l~Z][Z@A,,+.~r~A,+ ... +(Nk’)%Ak_$ 
Thus (2.4) is equivalent to 
[ p(pZ - NT) -bZ] k&V’)r@A, 1 6=0(modp), v=o 
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k-l 
1 [(N’)T@A,] 6 = [(PI - N)%llf 
v=o 
(2.7) 
for some f^EZnXk. Let f^ be partioned as f^= col(&,r ,..., f,‘_,), f, E E”, 
andput F:=(f,,..., fk_l). Then (2.7) yields (2.5). The steps of the proof can 
be reversed to lead from (2.5) to (2.7). n 
There are corresponding results for polynomial matrices; we refer to [l], 
PI* 
3. MINIMAL REALIZATIONS 
Let W E as”‘, W # 0, be a matrix of rational numbers. In [5] we have 
shown that W admits a state group realization of the form 
W=C(P-N)_‘B$M, 
where 
p-N=diag(p,Z-Ni,...,p,Z-N,)EhkXk, (3.la) 
such that p,,..., pm are primes, Ni = (6i,i+l)k,xk,, and C E Zsxk, BE kxt, 
M E Z ’ x ‘. Furthermore, if 
(3.lb) 
are partitioned according to (3.la), then 
o<C,<p, and O<B,<p,, i=l ,...,m. (3.k) 
The realization (3.1) is minimal if the size k of P - N is minimal, or 
equivalently if the pair (P - N, B) is left coprime and the pair 
right coprime. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let G E Z nxn be non.singuIar, and let 
G-‘=C(P-N)-‘B+M (34 
be a minimal realization such that (3.1) holds. Then for i = 1,. . . , m, the 
columns of Ci form a maximal Jordan chain associated to pi. 
Proof. Since P - N and B are left coprime, we have 
(P-N)R+BS=Z 
with integer matrices R and S. Therefore 
and 
CR+(G-‘-M)S=C(P-N)-’ 
GCR+(Z-GM)S=GC(P-N)-‘, 
which implies 
CG(P -N) -‘E Znxk. (3.5) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
In particular 
GC,(p,Z - 8) -‘E Znxkz 
and according to Theorem 2.2 the column vectors of Ci make up a Jordan 
chain. 
In order to show that this chain is maximal we need the auxiliary result 
(3.6). Put i := (P - N)-lBG. Then J? E Z kxn, in correspondence with (3.5). 
From (3.3) and (3.4) follows 
(P-N)-%GC(P-N)-‘=(P-N)-‘+L, (3.6) 
where L = g(CR - MS) - R is an integer matrix (see also [6]). 
For the remaining part we can assume that m = 1, i.e., G has only one 
elementary divisor pk. The root vector c corresponding to C is given by 
c = Ccol(l,..., pk-‘) = C(pZ - N) -‘pkek, 
168 
where ek = col(0,. . . , 0,l). Then Cc = pkd with 
d=GC(pZ-N)-‘e,. 
Put 
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bT:= (pk-l,..., P,~)B=~~~T(~Z-N)~‘B. 
Clearly 
and 
bTG = pkeFg = 0 (mod p) 
bTd = p”e,‘( pZ - N) -‘BGC(pZ - N) -‘ek. 
Now (3.6) yields 
bTd = 1+ pky, YEZ. 
Hence bTd = l(mod p) and c is maximal by Lemma 2.1. n 
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